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The One In Middle Is
"It’s a nostalgic pool of older fans
reliving their youth and younger
fans having their emo/pop-punk
phase for the first time," says pop-
punk TikToker Yasmine Summan.
Opinion: In the Middle East,
there's more at play than meets
the eye
It’s been called one of the
best hikes in America. As a
slot canyon aficionado, I had
to see for myself. Slot
canyons, formed by millions of
years of water rushing over
rock, are addictive. They draw
...
The 'missing middle': These S.F. neighborhoods
have high eviction rates, but little help from city
The pandemic dealt a blow to Latin America's
middle class, leaving millions who'd spent
lifetimes climbing the social ladder looking for a
way back up.
Covid pushed millions worldwide from the middle
class to poverty. One man is trying to work his way
back.
A meticulously researched and troubling historical
account of political violence in the small island of
Bahrain. Jones captures the many dark sides of
state repression, inflicted on individuals, ...
Why Carl Lawson Is Poised to Have a
Career Year on the Jets' Defensive Line
If you've seen videos of recent attacks on
Jews in New York City, Los Angeles,
London and elsewhere, you may have
missed a very revealing aspect of ...
The Middle East Dispute Is About
Religion, Not Land
The tragedy of the Middle East is that
there are no viable solutions.The status
quo? While a lot of Jewish Israelis can live
with the status quo, the message of last
month's bloody conflict was that ...
One of the best hikes in America is a
14-mile slog through a gash in the
Earth
Just what endures from the 20-year
war is an open question, except in one

area: Battlefield medicine. There, gains
have already taken root. One-handed
tourniquets. Blood transfusions near the
front ...
As a district re-opens, one middle
schooler returned to school and
another remained home
The Monett school district will break
ground Thursday on a new middle
school designed to alleviate crowding
in multiple buildings. The middle school
will be built in such a way that if needed
— a ...
Guebert: Adventures in ag journalism: A
million words later, we’re still here
Jets defensive coordinator Jeff Ulbrich
believes that Carl Lawson can set a career-
high in sacks this season while also helping
unlock the potential of New York's defense ...
Monett to break ground Thursday on new
middle school. Later, it may become the high
school
Yasir Suleiman's 2004 book considers
national identity in relation to language, the
way in which language can be manipulated to
signal political, cultural or even historical
difference. As a language ...
Matthew in the Middle | Delusions of
grandeur
Given the history of the region, it is a
given that the Palestinian-Israeli conflict
will be complex and painful.
Who is the number one life coach in the
Middle East?
We’ve translated this article on recent
struggles in the Middle East from issue
no.107 of the German magazine Wildcat in
order to emphasise the crucial changes
that have happened since the ‘Arab ...
Political Repression in Bahrain
Palestinian conflict is complicated and doesn't
fit neatly into a tweet, headline or the good-vs-
evil narratives that have overtaken our
discourse.
The ‘Golden Hour’: How the Afghan
war brought advances in battlefield
medicine
We wanted to open an inclusive queer
bar that felt positive and really
embraced the idea of community,
similar to what we started at C’mon
Everybody. Good Judy just felt like the
perfect name for this ...
Israel, Democrats and the problem
of the Middle East
She is considered to be the number

one life & wellness coach in the ME
“Middle East”, going beyond and above
all by involving and motivating her
community to be better version of itself
and ...
Language and Conflict in the Middle
East
The demand for homes, however, is
uneven from city to city. Realtor.com
looked at the markets where homes are
selling the fastest and those where they
are selling the slowest. Its analysis for
April ...

This week marks the 28th anniversary
of this editorial effort. In round numbers
that’s more than 1,430 columns, a
million words, and who knows how
many cold beverages.
From MGK to Olivia Rodrigo, pop-punk’s
mainstream comeback is meeting America in
the middle
Supervisor Rafael Mandelman says the
Castro, Noe Valley, Diamond Heights and
Glen Park neighborhoods “have sort of been
skipped over” in the push for affordable
housing. Over the past seven years, the ...
How One Brooklyn Bar Found Its
Footing in the Middle of the Pandemic
I keep thinking about Lewis Carroll as
the Republicans are intent on going
down the rabbit hole to Wonderland.
It’s been quite the week for alternative
realities.
What the Latest Conflict in the
Middle East Has Taught Us
The One In Middle Is
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